Abstract. It has been suggested that the Newtonian gravitational force may emerge as an entropic force from a holographic microscopic theory. In this framework, the possibility is reconsidered that Newton's gravitational coupling constant G can be derived from the fundamental constants of the underlying microscopic theory.
Introduction
Recently, Verlinde [1] has given a heuristic argument of how space, inertia, and gravity could emerge from a microscopic theory in a holographic approach [2, 3] . Gravity would arise as a type of entropic force. (Related ideas have been presented in, e.g., [4, 5] .)
Verlinde's discussion of Newton's law of gravity is particularly elegant, as it directly gives an inverse-square law for the attractive force between two macroscopic point masses M 0 and M 1 . Specifically, the force on the point mass M 0 at position X 0 due to an effective point mass M 1 at an effective position X 1 (the mass M 1 corresponding to a spherical holographic screen) is given by
with A 0, grav the acceleration of the mass M 0 .
In this article, a previous suggestion [6] is reconsidered that Newton's gravitational constant G can be derived from more fundamental constants of nature, including a new fundamental length l (see also [7, 8] for a classic paper and a recent review). The entropic explanation of Newtonian gravity then gives a new interpretation of an earlier formula [6] for the Newtonian gravitational acceleration originating from a macroscopic point mass. Moreover, having a new fundamental constant l may help in resolving a potential problem of Verlinde's approach regarding the total entropy of a general equipotential screen. Restricting the screen to a black-hole horizon, this entropy can be used to perform a model calculation of G and to get a numerical estimate for l by connecting to the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy [9, 10] . At the end of this article, a few comments are presented on possible experiments to determine this new fundamental constant l, if really existent.
Nonfundamental G
Consider the possibility that the true fundamental constants of nature are , c, and l 2 , where the last constant has the dimensions of area. This suggests (as mentioned in Sec. 2 of [6] ) that the classical Newton constant G arises from the appropriate ratio of the two quantum constants l 2 and :
with a positive numerical factor f ∈ R + to be calculated from the microscopic theory.
Note that, for f = 1, the fundamental length l equals the standard Planck length
Expression (2) leads to the following structure of the Newtonian gravitational acceleration A grav ≡ |A grav | from a point mass with a macroscopic value M at a macroscopic distance R :
with all microscopic quantities indicated by lower-case symbols. The structure on the right-hand side of (3) 
where step 1 relies on the Unruh effect [11] , step 2 on trivial mathematics, and step 3 on the following relation between the effective number N of degrees of freedom of the holographic screen and the area A of the screen:
Step 3 of (4) also assumes that the screen corresponds to a physical system in a state of equilibrium (or close to it), with a uniform distribution of the microscopic degrees of freedom over the surface and equipartition of the total energy E over these degrees of freedom (both properties being consistent with having a screen given by a constantcurvature manifold, i.e., a spherical surface). Somewhat surprisingly, Lorentz invariance is seen to play a role in steps 1 and 4 of (4) ultimately traces back to the Lorentz invariance of the Minkowski vacuum [11] and explicitly through the energy-mass equivalence E ≡ M c 2 from special relativity.
The several steps of (4) constitute, if confirmed by the definitive microscopic theory, a derivation of Newton's gravitational coupling constant G in the form (2) . The point of view of this article is not to consider (4) as mere dimensional analysis but to take all numerical factors seriously. In that spirit, there is the new insight from (5) that, given the "quantum of area" l 2 , the inverse of the constant f entering Newton's constant (2) is related to the nature of the microscopic degrees of freedom on the holographic screen.
For example, an "atom of space" with "spin" s atom gives f −1 = 2 s atom + 1, but this "spin" need not be half-integer. Still, the number of "atoms" needed to build-up the area A is taken to be an integer, given by the ratio of the area A and the quantum l
Two types of entropy
The introduction of two quantum constants, and l 2 , may also help to resolve a potential problem noted by Verlinde in Sec. 6.4 of [1] . There, he considers an equipotential screen Σ which is not a maximally-coarse-grained surface but is nevertheless assumed to be in thermal equilibrium. He, then, remarks that the required entropy S Σ appears to contradict Bekenstein's upper bound [12] on the entropy S Ξ of a material system Ξ with energy E Ξ and effective radius R Ξ ,
With the new fundamental constant l 2 , Verlinde's expression (6.41) for S Σ is replaced by
which generalizes (5). Expressions (6) and (7) involve essentially different physics characterized by, respectively, and l 2 (see also the discussion of Sec. 2 in [6] for a generalized dimensionless action with = 0 and l 2 > 0). This observation would appear to support Verlinde's suggestion that Bekenstein's bound may not apply to the holographic screen. Still, the puzzle remains how these two types of entropy combine, as they somehow must do in an appropriate limit.
Model calculation of G
For a maximally-coarse-grained spherical surface (horizon) with area A, the entropy (7) reproduces the Bekenstein-Hawking black-hole entropy [9, 10] 
where the number N has already been defined by (5).
Now, consider the "atoms of space" mentioned in the last paragraph of Sec. 2. The crucial new equation from (5) is then given by
with the physical interpretation of l 2 as the quantum of area giving
and the effective dimension of the internal Hilbert space of a single "atom of space" taking values
The physical picture, suggested by the derivation (4), is that the "atoms of space" have no translational degrees of freedom but only internal degrees of freedom.
The number of configurations [2, 3] of these distinguishable "atoms of space" is readily calculated:
Equating this number of configurations with the exponential of the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy (8) while using (9) gives the following set of conditions:
for all positive integer values of N atom . Remarkably, this infinite set of conditions reduces to a single transcendental equation for the effective dimension d atom ,
which has two solutions:
where a 1 ppb numerical precision suffices for the present purpose. § Given l 2 , there are then two possible values for the gravitational coupling constant (2):
The detailed microscopic theory must tell which of the two values from (14) enters (15).
It could, for example, be that the microscopic theory demands d atom ≥ 2, selecting the
atom in (14) and (15) . The experimental value G N of Newton's gravitational coupling constant is, of course, already known [13] , albeit with a rather large relative uncertainty of 100 § Condition (13) would not be satisfied for any value of d atom if the factor 1/4 on the right-hand side, which traces back to (8) , were replaced by an arbitrary number g > 1/e, with e ≈ 2.71828 the base of the natural logarithm. Note also that (13) rules out d atom = 1, corresponding to f = 1 in the original expression (2) for Newton's constant.
ppm [14] . A more practical interpretation of result (14) is, therefore, to calculate two possible values for the "quantum of area": [14] . The microscopic theory would, again, have to choose between these alternative values. For either choice, the implication would be that l and l P are of the same order of magnitude.
Needless to say, the numerical estimates of (16) (14), since is already known with an uncertainty of 50 ppb [14] .
Experiments
As promised in the previous section, let us briefly discuss the prospects of the experimental determination of the factor f in (2), which may or may not be found to agree with the inverse of one of the calculated values in (14) . Given the numerical values for c and from nongravitational experiments, at least two gravity/spacetime measurements would be needed to disentangle f and l.
The first measurement is, of course, provided by the Cavendish experiment [13, 14] , which determines the particular combination f lcosmic-ray particle-propagation experiments probing Lorentz-violating effects from a nontrivial small-scale structure of spacetime [15, 16] . Such a measurement may, in fact, determine f 2 ≡ (l P /l) 4 , if the average size of spacetime defects is set by l P and their average separation by l (with l > l P ); see the discussion of the paragraph starting a few lines below Eq. (10) in [6] . The value f 2 10 −2 suggested by (14) would, however, be hard to reconcile with the data (cf. [15, 16] and references therein).
A third type of measurement (entirely in the domain of Gedankenexperiments)
could try to isolate pure-quantum-gravity effects of (primordial) gravitational waves.
Such a measurement would only depend on l 2 , if the generalized dimensionless action of [6] is relevant.
A fourth type of measurement (also in the domain of Gedankenexperiments)
would look for quantum modifications of Newton's gravitational acceleration (3) by
, where the dimensionless number a would trace back to a logarithmic correction of the entropy (7), as pointed out in [17] . More generally, 
Conclusion
The two most interesting results of this article are the following. The first is that the interpretation of the Newtonian acceleration (3) as a mass-induced decay rate of space (together with a geometric dilution factor) may be explained by a Verlindetype derivation (4) relying on the Unruh temperature and holography. The second
According to the discussion in Sec. 2, it may be that the fundamental theory is essentially Lorentz invariant. Still, there may be effects from some type of spontaneous symmetry breaking of Lorentz invariance (meaning that a particular ground-state solution breaks the symmetry), which show up as modifications of the standard particle-propagation properties.
is the single transcendental equation (13) , which allows for an explicit calculation of the numerical factor f ≡ (d atom ) −1 entering expression (2) for Newton's gravitational constant, where the microscopic theory is still needed to choose between the two possible values (14) .
Having a calculated value for f in the G formula (2) The first version of the present article was released on June 10, 2010. Since then, it has been shown [18] that a more sophisticated tiling than the one used in Sec. 4
can produce a single transcendental equation which gives a unique physical value for l 2 . The numerical values for l 2 from two such tiling models are both approximately equal to 2.6 × 10 −69 m 2 , which is only 20 % above the maximal value found here. More importantly, the quantity l 2 of these models [18] would correspond to the true minimal quantum of area.
